Delay Llama+
The Delay Llama+ is a tone machine that will
become an indispensable part of your sound
adding warmth and depth through organic
repeats which seamlessly integrate into your
playing, courtesy of its BBD chips, faithful
reproductions of the Panasonic MN3205.
Its straight forward traditional 3-knob layout
is addressed to delay users who are looking
to elegantly enhance their hard-earned tone,
similarly to how a tape-echo machine would.

In addition to the standard
Delay Llama, the Delay Llama+
has a Hold Footswitch and Delay
Time Expression input that will
spark the imagination of even
the bravest of sound explorers!

The Delay Llama+ can also be used with bass
guitars.

CONTROLS

1. LEVEL controls the depth of

the repeats on top of your dry signal

2. TIME sets the delay time
3. REPEATS sets the amount of repeats
4. Left Footswitch engages the HOLD

function. Keep this switch pressed down to
hear your repeats gradually morph into an
infinite oscillation loop! Release the switch
and the number of the repeats is right back to
where the repeats-knob is set at.

5. Internal trimmer (blue rectangular

trimmer) sets the amount of maximum
repeats. Turn clockwise to increase
the amount of repeats.

EXPRESSION PEDAL INPUT

EXP adjusts the delay time of the repeats.
Only our EXP2 expression pedal will provide
ensured operation and full sweep.
SPECIFICATIONS

Ride this Llama to
uncharted sonic fields.

1. True Bypass
2. Works with 9V

DC adaptor (tip-negative)

3. Power consumption: 30 mA
of power when ON

4. Dimensions (jacks, pots etc.

included): 15 x 12 x 5.6 cm / 5.9 x 4.7 x
2.2 inches

5. Weight: 650g / 1.4 lbs.

“The coolest Delay ever?”
GUITARIST magazine
“The Delay Llama+ is just great! So cool to
actually have a “real” analog delay where it does
some more unexpected, out of control things…
This is cool!”
Bill Frisell
“You’ve created a very special line of products
here having only sampled a few of them I can
say they are made with integrity and deliver
the full sonic spectrum. The Delay Llama+
with infinite hold gives you just that, limitless
possibilities and when paired with the the
expression pedal you can really create some
atmospheric sonics. Keep doing what you are
doing!"
Daniel Lanois
“The quality of the delays in Delay Llama+ are
beautiful and warm!”
John Abercrombie
“Delay Llama+ just sounds incredible! It’s
probably the best sounding delay pedal, I’ve
ever used. The HOLD switch is really cool!”
Kenny Wayne Shepherd

